Stereoselectivity of the guanyl-exchangeable nucleotide-binding site of tubulin probed by guanosine 5'-O-(2-thiotriphosphate) diastereoisomers.
The active site of the exchangeable nucleotide-binding site of tubulin was studied by using diastereoisomers A (Sp) and B (Rp) of guanosine 5'-O-(2-thiotriphosphate) (GTP beta S) where the phosphorus atom to which sulfur is attached is chiral. Turbidimetric measurements were used to follow kinetics, and electron microscopy was used to evaluate polymeric forms. Both isomers at 0.5 mM promoted the assembly of tubulin in buffer containing 0.1 M 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid, 30% glycerol, 3 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM EGTA, pH 6.6, 23-37 degrees C. GTP beta S(A) promoted assembly into microtubules, although a few bundles were also found by electron microscopy. However, GTP beta S(B) induced assembly of tubulin into bundles of sheets and microtubules. As expected, 0.5 mM GTP induced tubulin to assemble into microtubules, thin sheets, and a few bundles. Both GTP and GTP beta S(A) were hydrolyzed in the tubulin polymers. However, more than 95% of the bound GTP beta S(B) was not hydrolyzed. Higher concentrations of GTP beta S(B), i.e., 1 mM, also induced bundles of sheets and microtubules, with 86% of the thionucleotide bound as the triphosphate. The GTP beta S(B)-induced polymers were considerably more cold stable than the GTB beta S(A)-induced microtubules, which were more cold stable than GTP-induced polymers. Mg(II) (2-5 mM) had minimal effects on the structures induced by GTP beta S(A) or -(B) isomers in the tubulin assembly system. However, at 1 mM Mg(II), no assembly was found with GTP beta S(A) and tubulin.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)